Sugar Bowl Arrangements, Forum Speakers Discussed

By REED MARTIN

Plans for a Senate sponsored all-school dance in New Orleans during the Sugar Bowl weekend were entertained at Wednesday's meeting.

A universal rule among the city's hotels demands a minimum of three nights lodging paid for in advance. With four students per room the average fee should approach a total of $12, so a relatively inexpensive dance seems likely for one of those evenings. (The Quarter never swings until after midnight anyway.)

IN CONJUNCTION with the Sugar Bowl, it was stated that Mary Woodson felt she should appear as cheerleader at the Rice game instead of her previously scheduled appearance as Cotton Bowl Honoree. Suzy Rhodes will move up to this vacated position.

The Publications Committee announced it had begun censoring Campanile proofs and had held a discussion concerning the future of Janus. They decided the literary magazine could be sound and was financially feasible to publish this year. The Finance Subcommittee established certain rules to guide any future fiscal formulations.

A slight regret was expressed at the tardiness of the Owl Directory and the accompanying inconvenience to the student body.

GARY WEBB, chairman of the Forum, reported that Dr. Cronier's enthusiastic cooperation heightens the chance of political speakers of note visiting our campus. The next Forum will be on the subject of the problems and possibilities of publishing a literary magazine on a small campus.

The Student Center Committee reported it is journeying to the Crescent City this weekend to scout the city for the New Year's weekend and to attend a five-state conference at Tulane. It is hoped that there they can line up people to appear this spring, alternating with the Sunday night movies.

A COMMUNICATION was received from Mrs. Fred Stancliff, Rice '27, which stated in part: "On behalf of the Association of Rice Alumni I would like to say a most sincere Thank You to all the student organizations, the colleges, the individual students, the cheerleaders and everyone else in the undergraduate field for helping to make HOMECOMING 1960 a success."

The Senate approved the election by acclamation of Aubrey Calvin as Business Manager of the Campanile.

It was announced that illness has caused Bill Delaney to temporarily vacate his position as Thresher editor, and the Senate voted to send him a gift.